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Abstract—The prediction of fatigue life of metal welded 
joints plays an important role at lower manufacturing costs 
and reduces accidents for engineering materials, the 
response of metal welded joints to fatigue properties has 
highly non-linear, so it is difficult to establish an accurate 
theoretical model using traditional method to predict its 
fatigue life. It is appropriate to consider modeling methods 
developed in other fields in order to provide adequate 
models for metal welded joints behavior on fatigue 
properties. Accordingly, a new system predict method, 
based on a hybrid genetic algorithm (GA) with the Back-
propagation neural network (BPNN), for the simultaneous 
establishment of a predict model structure of fatigue life of 
metal welded joints and the related parameters is proposed. 
Based on the self-learning ability and approximation of non-
linear mapping capability of the BPNN, by taking the 
advantages of the powerful ability of global optimization, 
implicit parallelism and high stability of the GA, the optimal 
parameters have been automatically determined, we 
establish a parameter adaptive optimization of GANN 
model to fit and predict the fatigue life of metal welded 
joints. GANN establishes the mapping relationship between 
the fatigue properties of metal welded joints and a variety of 
influencing factors, having greatly increased the 
computational efficiency for the fatigue properties of metal 
welded joints, also had a higher predict accuracy. The 
superiority of GANN had been tested by the prediction of 
the fatigue life of welded joints in different process 
parameters. 
 
Index Terms—fatigue properties; metal welded joints; 
predict accuracy; neural network approach; genetic 
algorithm. 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

During the last two decades, with the development of 
high technology, spot welding is widely used in many 
different areas, accelerating the development of modern 
industry to a large extent. However, compared with the 
base material, because of the characteristics of welding, 
for overall structure, welded connections will greatly 
reduce the properties of anti-fatigue damage, making the 
structure connected by spot welding destroyed during the 
working, which often takes place at the welding spots, 

and then, causing an accident [1]. If the fatigue life of 
welding spots can be predicted in the early design, and 
understanding its distribution during the overall structure, 
the number of welded joints in the actual process, and the 
way of handling can be adjusted reasonably, so as to 
improve the fatigue properties of products, lower 
manufacturing costs and reduce accidents [2–5].  

During the study on the fatigue properties of metal 
welded joints, many factors, such as welding process 
parameters, bearing pressure, working environment, etc, 
which affect the fatigue properties, is a highly non-linear 
relationship, which making it much difficult to be 
established a complete theoretical model accurately [6]. 
Recently with the development of the artificial 
intelligence, several methods are found to be better 
effective than traditional models when being applied to 
predicting models, and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
is the most commonly used tool applied in forecasting. It 
is a parallel calculating system which contains hardware 
and software, and uses a large amount of connecting 
artificial neurons to imitate the capacities of the neural 
network of creatures. After being trained by historical 
data, ANN can be used to predict the possible results 
produced in the future. Park and Kang [6] applied ANN 
to the study on the friction stir melding fatigue properties 
of welded joints. Otegui [1] estimated the fatigue life of 
welded joints in the car structure, using finite element 
analysis combined with the stress calculation method. 
Yan et al [7] studied the fatigue life of welded joints 
through the application of minimum energy principle and 
the theory of welded joints shape. However, it cannot get 
the perfect result for ANN [8], which is easy to fall into 
local minimum, have slow convergence, and cause 
oscillation effects. In the use of sophisticated finite 
element analysis software for more complicated dynamic 
structure, modeling (the pre-processing part of software) 
process is very complex and heavy, while, for a similar 
structure, it needs nearly duplicate process of heavy 
modeling. Although it can draw a relatively accurate 
result for the use of minimum energy principle and the 
theory of solder joints shape, it is too cumbersome. 
Therefore, for these existing methods, they are not well 
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applied into the research on the fatigue life of metal 
welded joints. 

Among the literatures regarding using the ANN as the 
forecasting tool, most of them focus on Back-propagation 
Neural Network (BPNN). Yet, there are two 
shortcomings of it: first, its correction method for weight 
is Steepest Descent Method. Thus, its correction for the 
weights is always limited to the searching space of the 
steepest descent method and cannot jump off, which may 
cause worse or early convergence. Second, it quite relies 
on the parameter setup, such as the number of hidden 
layers, the neuron number in hidden layers, the learning 
rate and inertia quantity, etc. However, according to 
different problems, it always has different set-up 
methods. Even many literatures have mentioned the 
settings of networks, yet no one has found an optimal 
network structure for sure. 

As a result, based on the above two weaknesses, some 
researchers suggest Genetic Algorithms (GAs) to replace 
the steepest descent method used in BPNN, and others 
propose proceed the network training based on the 
optimal network structure produced by the strong 
searching capacity of GA. GA was first published by 
John Holland from University of Michigan in 1975. It 
imitates the genetic evolution of creatures and sets up a 
system with nature evolution mechanism: crossover, 
mutation and reproduction. It performs very well in 
searching the optimal solutions, so it is often used along 
with BPN in order to have more accurate forecasting 
results. Many researchers [9-15] used to combine GA and 
ANN and the results found out that they had better 
properties compared to traditional ANN. 

Driven by importance of predicting fatigue properties 
of metal welded joints, based on the self-learning ability 
and approximation of non-linear mapping capability of 
the BPNN, as well as the powerful ability of global 
optimization of the GA, the research through optimizing 
the BPNN by GA, established GANN, which can 
overcome the disadvantages of BPNN, such as easily 
falling into local minimum, causing oscillation effects, 
etc [16, 17]. Through the establishment of the mapping 
relationship between the fatigue properties of metal 
welded joints and various parameters, GANN is used to 
predict the fatigue life of metal welded joints. Section 2 
describes a procedure to use the GA to estimate the 
parameters of BPNN and introduces the evaluating 
performance index. Section 3 presents the detailed 
empirical design and its results. Section 4 concludes and 
discusses the implication of these findings. 

II.  METHODOLOGY 

A.  Back-propagation Neural Network 
As a non-linear dynamic system, ANN stores non-

linear information into the connection weights of each 

node step by step, with good fault-tolerance and anti-
jamming capability, as well as a series of advantages of 
memory, association, adaption and good robustness. 
Recently, BPNN (Error Back-propagation) is most 
commonly used (Fig. 1) [18]. However, because derived 
from the gradient method, it is easy for BP algorithm to 
fall into local minimum points, have slow convergence 
and oscillation effect, which greatly limits its application 
in engineering [19], resulting in a number of improved 
algorithm based on BPNN [20]. 

 
Figure 1.  Illustrative structure of the Back-propagation Neural 

Network 

B.  Genetic Algorithm 
Genetic algorithm is a method, which simulates the 

natural evolution, to search the optimal solution [21, 22]. 
Based on Darwin’s survival of the fittest, the evolution of 
the principle of survival of the fittest, it repeatedly uses 
the basic operations of genetics on the groups containing 
the feasible solution, and constantly creating new groups, 
so that population evolving, which draws from natural 
selection and natural genetic mechanism in nature. 
Meanwhile, in order to achieve the optimal solution to 
meet the requirements, it searches for the optimal 
individuals by global parallel searching technology. For 
GA, it has the advantages of global convergence and the 
initial value independence, a faster convergence rate; it 
does not require the objective function to be continuous, 
and differentiable. In view of these advantages, through 
GA coupled with BPNN, GANN can be established, and 
used to solve engineering problems [23, 24]. 

C.  Steps of Genetic Algorithm Coupled with the Neural 
Network 

In this paper, GA is used to optimize the connection 
weights and network structure of the three-layer BPNN, 
in order to obtain a faster convergence speed and a higher 
computational accuracy. The concrete steps are as 
follows [25]. We apply GAs to evolve the weights 
between neurons in different layers in the neural network. 
The structure of GANN will be discussed in this chapter. 
Fig. 2 is the framework of GANN. 
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Figure 2.  The structure of GANN 

Step.1 Based on 3-layer BP network, initial training is 
done towards the samples, to determine the range of 
network connection weight (the basic solution space of 
network connection weight) min 1 max 2[ , ]u uδ δ− −  ( 1 2,δ δ  
the adjustment parameters). 

Step.2 Encode the basic solution space, in which, the 
generated code string are composed of control code and 
weight coefficient code. Control code is mainly for 
controlling the number of hidden nodes and the string 
length 1l are determined by 0.5-1.5 times of the number 
of input nodes, while the weight coefficient code is 
mainly the connection weight of the controlled network. 
String length 2 1 1 1l m l l l n n= × + + × +  (m: the number of 
input nodes; n: the number of output nodes). 

Step.3 Randomly generate a group, consisting L 
individuals, each individual consists of two parts, the first 
part is 0-1 string, whose length is 1l , and the other is a 
uniform distribution at a range of min 1 max 2[ , ]u uδ δ− − , 
consisting 2l  random numbers. 

Step.4 Definite the fitness functions as the Eq. (1), and 
calculates the degree of fitness for each individual in a 
group. 

1
2

1 1

1( , , , )
ˆ[ ( ) ( )]

N n

k k
k t

F w v r
y t y t

θ

= =

=
−∑∑    (1) 

Step.5 Genetic Algorithm  
Step.5.1 Selection. Retain the individuals with highest 

fitness, which does not participate in cross and mutation 

operations, while directly copied to the next generation. 
Other individuals of the group are selected by using 
roulette wheel. 

Step.5.2 Crossover operator. Cross the selected 
individuals with the probability cp , suppose crossing 
between the individual i  and the individual 1i + , then 
the crossover operator are as Eq. (2). 

1
1

1
1 1

(1 )
(1 )

t t t
i i i i i
t t t
i i i i i

X c X c X
X c X c X

+
+

+
+ +

⎧ = ⋅ + − ⋅⎪
⎨ = − ⋅ + ⋅⎪⎩

                (2) 

where, 1,t t
i iX X +  are individuals before crossing, 

1 1
1,t t

i iX X+ +
+  are individuals after crossing, ic  are random 

uniform distribution at a range of [0, 1]. 
Step.5.3 Mutation. Mutate the selected ith individual 

with the probability of mp , then the crossover operator 
as Eq. (3). 

1t t
i i iX X c+ = +                    (3) 

where, t
iX  are individual before crossing, 1t

iX +  are 

individuals after crossing, ic  are random uniform 

distribution at a range of min 1 max 2[ , ]t t
i iu X u Xδ δ− − + + , 

this will ensure that the mutation of individuals to still be 
the searching range. 

Step.6 Repeat the Step.4–Step.6, every once done, and 
then the group is on the evolution of a generation, 
continuous evolution to the K generation (the total 
evolution generation). 
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Step.7 According to the individual decoding with 
highest degree of fitness in the K generation, the 
corresponding network connection weight and the 
number of hidden nodes can be arrived, then, testing the 
generalization of the model by inputting the detection 
samples. The illustrative structure of GANN is shown as 
Fig. 3. 

 
Figure 3.  Illustrative structure of GANN 

where, 1,2, ,j m= ⋅⋅⋅  are the input nodes of the Basic 
GANN, 1,2, ,k n= ⋅⋅⋅  are the input nodes of the Modified 
GANN. 

D  Evaluating Performance Index 
In order to evaluate the accuracy and properties of 

different forecasting models, this research adopts three 
evaluating indexes: Percentage Error, Mean Absolute 
Percentage Error, and Mean Absolute Deviation. The 
calculating formulas are shown as Eqs. (4), (5) and (6). 

1. PE (Percentage Error) 

100%k k

k

F A
PE

A
−

= ×    (4) 

2. MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) 

1

1 100%
n

k k

k k

F A
MAPE

n A=

−
= ×∑   (5) 

3. MAD (Mean Absolute Deviation) 

1

1 n

k k
k

MAD F A
n =

= −∑    (6) 

where kF  is the expected value for No. k , kA  is the 
actual value for No. k , n  is the number of Experiments. 

The smaller the values of the above three indexes are, 
the better the forecasting models will be; smaller values 

means that the calculating results are closer to the historic 
data. 

III . EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

 
Figure 4.  The automatic discharge solid materials system. 

Note: 1–driving wheel, 2–tray, 3–convey hole, 4–wire rope, 5–guide 
wheel. 

Fig.4 is an automatic discharge system, which can 
discharge some solid materials (Gangue, Crushed rock, 
etc.) from the ground surface to underground, and the 
applied materials of the system are made by aviation 
aluminum 7075-T651, the experimental data are use to do 
the welding experiments, using FSW-3LM-015 type 
friction stir welding machine. By changing the process 
parameters to get the best welded joints, and low-cycle 
fatigue behavior, the data can be obtained from the 
fatigue experiment. And meanwhile, taking the typical 
rotation speed of the stir head rst , the speed of welding 

sw , the stress level max 2εΔ  as the dependent variables, 
the fatigue life N  as the independent variable, the 
experimental data are shown in Table 1 [6]. 

TABLE I.  EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

No. 1( min )rst r −⋅  1( min )sw mm −⋅  max 2 (%)εΔ  Experimental results N time  

1 800 80 0.541 1533 
2 800 80 0.504 2549 
3 800 80 0.485 3311 
4 800 80 0.454 5301 
5 600 60 0.496 1651 
6 600 60 0.461 2892 
7 400 40 0.164 4116 
8 600 60 0.392 10028 
9 400 40 0.225 1514 
10 400 40 0.241 1233 
11 400 40 0.183 2922 
12 800 80 0.406 7670 
13 800 80 0.49 1837 
14 400 40 0.202 2100 
15 600 60 0.432 4753 
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A  Data Preprocessing Stage 
Because of the non-linear system, it has a great relation 

for the initial value, whether the learning can meet the 
local and the results of convergence, which requires the 
state of each neuron be close to zero, when inputting the 
accumulation of the initial weight value, normalizing the 
input samples, so that those relatively large input of 
sample data are still falling into the position where the 
gradient is large for the transfer function. Using Eq. 7 for 
normalization, so that all the sample data are at the range 
of [0, 1]. 

min

max min

ˆ x x
x

x x
−

=
−

                           (7) 

where, minx  is the minimal of the test data, maxx  is the 
maximal one, and . x̂  is the option for itself. 

B  Construction of GANN  
Constructing the method based on GANN, first of all, 

the basic solution space for the connection weight of 
network is established, with 3-layer BPNN. Input training 

samples, according to the previous Step. 1, and obtain 
min max,u u , at the same time, the solution space for the 

connection weight and the searching range for hidden 
nodes are initially set, set the initial population L=100, 
during the evolution process of GA, the total generation 
of evolution K=100, the crossover probability 0.8cp = , 
the mutation probability 0.01mp = . After the calculation 
of the prediction error, the modified of genetic BP neural 
network is structured, initially setting the solution space 
of the connection weight, the number of searching range 
for hidden nodes are [4, 12], the initial population L=100, 
the total generation of evolution K=100, the crossover 
probability 0.8cp = , the mutation probability 0.01mp = . 
Utilizing the predict of life expectancy trends of the metal 
welded solder joints based on a combination of GANN, 
two combined networks are separately trained. An overall 
architecture of the stages is shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Figure 5.  Framework of three main stages in the research. 

C  Empirical Results 
After simulating fifteen groups of test data 

participating in the training, the fatigue life of welded 
joints under different strain levels can be studied, 
meanwhile, the output value and the actual measure 

values can be compared to verify whether the predictions 
of BPNN is consistent with the experimental results.  

The error iterative and fitness curve and the error of 
approximation curve of GANN are shown in Fig. 6. 
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Figure 6.  Error iterative and Fitness curve & Error of approximation curve of GANN 

In order to facilitate the comparison of methods, the 
research results done by the BPNN are simultaneously 

given by the research, the comparison with the work done 
by GANN are also shown in Table 2, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. 

TABLE II.  ERROR COMPARISON OF THE PREDICT RESULTS 

No. 
Experimental results  

N time  
BPNN GANN 

Value PE (%) Value PE (%) 

7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

4116 
10028 
1514 
1233 
2922 
7670 
1837 
2100 
4753 

4252 
11003 
1330 
1388 
2799 
7240 
1932 
1993 
4562 

3.3 
9.7 
12.1 
12.6 
4.2 
5.6 
5.2 
5.1 
4.0 

4164 
10192 
1545 
1198 
2843 
7577 
1811 
2133 
4823 

1.2 
1.6 
2.0 
2.8 
2.7 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.5 

MAPE (%) 6.867 1.778 
MAD 266.2 64.33 

GANN reduces the MAPE and MAD of BPNN from 
6.867% to 1.778% and from 266.2 to 64.33 separately. 
This indicates GANN can improve the predict accuracy 
of the BPNN. Based on the above results, it is clear that, 
compared with BPNN, the results of GANN are 

obviously better, which reduces the predict error 
effectively, and for the fatigue life of welded joints, the 
predict values fit well with the actual values, and shows a 
good prediction, fully demonstrating the advantages of 
GANN.  
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Figure 7.  Comparison of the values between actual and predictions 
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Figure 8.  Comparison of the PE between BPNN and GANN 

IV CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

In this research, we presented a new model to help 
fatigue properties of metal welded joints predicting. The 
automatic discharge solid materials system can follow 
this forecasting to make plans and to cooperate related 
manufacture activities such as material management and 
manufacture scheduling.  

Based on the improved method of BPNN by GA, this 
paper used the good global search ability of GA, to 
compensate the defects of BPNN, which is easy to fall 
into local minimum point, and considering the predict 
error of a single GANN. A combined network is 
designed, as well as a modified GANN is trained by the 
error samples, improving the predict accuracy. After 
using the method to the research on the fatigue properties 
of welded joints, the experimental result shows that the 
performance of GANN is superior to Back Propagation 
Network. Also, the model can obviously provide a very 
effective and accurate forecast. It indicated that: GANN 
is a kind of possible way, which can be used to predict 
the fatigue life of metal welded joints, especially for the 
real context of multiple factors involved in the complex 
process of combination. In establishing the mapping 
relationship between the fatigue properties of metal 
welded joints and a variety of factors, the method of 
GANN has shown its superiority, providing a new ideas 
and theoretical basis for the research on the fatigue 
properties of metal welded joints.  

For future study, we will research the relation between 
the fatigue properties of metal welded joints and the 
practical factors, hoping to set up a more accurate 
mathematical model, and propose a new heuristic 
algorithm to improve the predict accuracy. The relation 
among various factors will be studied, and a variety of 
methods will be presented to improve the fatigue 
properties of welded joints, bringing new interests for the 
engineering practice. 
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